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And with modern conveniences in kitchens, people had more time for dessert. Mouthwatering red wine and
red meat 2. Beef Bourguignon A seriously delicious dish Source: The savory onions, tender beef, and red wine
make this stew worth the wait. You slow-cook the ingredients in a crockpot for 6 to 8 hours. Heal your
ailments with this comfort food. Homemade Chicken and Noodles Chicken noodle soup iStock. This simple
version from The Pioneer Woman is our favorite. Everything cooks in one pot, which means flavors build and
cleanup is a breeze. A dish for more than shepherds 6. This Swiss creation is full of cheesy goodness. It
originated in the Swiss Alps in the s as a way to use stale bread and cheese in the winter. And the Swiss
Cheese Union capitalized on the gooey goodness by popularizing it around the world. We love this classic
Swiss fondue recipe from Saveur. A birthday dessert that stuck around for decades 8. The red box with the
hand mascot was a staple for years, but its popularity died as cooks rejected prepared meals. Classic Meatloaf
Traditional meatloaf iStock. Make this dish with ingredients you already have in the kitchen. But as tastes
evolved, the original Americanized Chinese food fell out of favor. This creative recipe from Epicurious is
made with pork, water chestnuts, and bamboo shoots. Its mellow flavor and hollow shape make them the
perfect vessel to fill. Keep things classic by filling them with rice, meat, and cheese. This recipe is easy to
scale up or down, so you can adjust for how many mouths you need to feed. A classic steak preparation that
fell by the wayside Salisbury Steak Give this beef recipe another try. A breakfast staple becomes the perfect
bar food. Chicken a la King Chopping chicken breast iStock. One theory says an NYC restaurant invented it in
the s; another credits a London hotel; yet another says it was the brainchild of the Brighton Beach Hotel in the
s. No matter who first served chicken in a creamy sauce over biscuits, it earned a spot on dinner tables during
the first half of the 20th century. But you should revive this classic. This old-school meal needs to make a
comeback. Stuffed Cabbage Rolls Cabbage rolls iStock. Older generations knew this when they created
cabbage rolls. Recipes vary, but we like these pork and beef ones smothered with tomato sauce from A Muse
in My Kitchen. The assembly process takes time, but the delicious meal will feed a crowd. Leftovers also
freeze beautifully! This dish is unusual but delicious nonetheless. Mock Turtle Soup A man tasting soup
iStock. In the 18th and 19th centuries, the English upper crust developed a taste for turtle soup, made with
fresh turtles shipped from overseas, Culinary Lore explained. Only the very rich could afford real turtles;
everyone else had to make do with substitutes. The fake version eventually became more common than the
authentic one. This Cajun-inspired slow cooker version from Epicurious calls for sirloin. Update this classic
dish with healthier ingredients. Tuna Noodle Casserole Tuna noodle casserole iStock. Green peas add
freshness and the crispy topping makes it special enough for entertaining. This sweet treat needs to make a
comeback. Pudding Pops Pudding pops iStock. Jell-O pudding pops have been discontinued. All you need are
two ingredients and Popsicle molds, per this recipe from Kraft. Christine Skopec and Ali Harrison also
contributed to this article.
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Simply use the sound-mixer [F10] and the volume-display in the Synthesizer-window This is shown in the
score above as "Example1 Ver. Yes, Reverb and Chorus can already be mixed in here - but they might need a
little more "boosting", see below! Control total volume output with the display on the right. If the colored bar
hits the top of that display, that would mean "distortion and clipping", and you indeed should reduce the
volume with the righthand slider in this window to avoid this. You might even kill your innocent soundchip, if
you try Set reverb and chorus inside the mixer to zero As the file on musescore. There will be a little enhanced
sound now But we can do more! A further instrument-track with the same notes as in the source, but another
sound. Try "harp" and "nylon string guitar" as there is no second harp in our default soundfont, we have to use
a similar sound instead, in this case. MuseScore will use the sound you designate in the mixer for output,
although it stays labeled in the score as "harp". There will be a fair ammount of enhanced sound now But we
can even do more! Then, it will calculate two fractions from the last note or rest in this measure, will insert the
first fraction into the current measure - and the second fraction into the next measure, and so on This might not
work, if there is any measure in the souce, that has a part of an n-tole triole, quintole etc as last note in a
measure. There should be a good amount of enhanced sound now You might use a strings-quartett together
with one or two enhanced remixed sounds To show you that the same technique as shown as above will do
with some other instrument: Additional reverb guitar track, in this case we mix with "nylon strings" loud and
"steel strings" less volume. This is shown in the score above as "Example2 Ver.
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"Back to Life" was one of his last compositions and was published by a New York publisher, Charles K. Harris. The title
probably referred to the composer's return to the scene following a period of ill health, but tragically and somewhat
ironically came shortly before his death at the age of thirty, from tuberculosis.
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song by 3OH!3, an American electropop duo from Boulder, Colorado, made up of Nathaniel Motte and Sean Foreman.
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The song Back To Life was released in The United States on her album Joy in as track number 9.
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